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MR FOUTCH Ladies and gentlemen if we could

go anead and take our seats its few minutes past

to ten oclock On behalf of the Department of Energy

ii Id like to welcome you to the second of two public

12 scoping meetings for the Niagara Falls Storage Site

13 Environmental Impact Statement Thank you for coming

14 today My name is James Foutch Im Deputy Chief

15 Counsel for Legal Services at DOEs Oak Ridge

16 Operations office in Oak Ridge Tennessee and Ill

17 be the moderator for todays Public Scoping Meeting

18 If anyone didnt receive copy of the information

19 package or the sign-up sheet comment sheet theyre

20 available in the back of the room If youd like to

21 speak today and havent signed up the sheet that

22 looks like this please sign up Also if you have

23 comments that you would like to furnish us today and
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dont want to speak same sheet can be used for making

comments just go ahead and fill it in and drop it

off at the speakers table in the back of the room

Later well discuss submitting comments by mail

you can do that as well and pay particular attention

please to the new date for submission of written

comments it has been extended The information

package date is no longer the appropriate one the

new sign-up date or rather the new comment date is

March 11

ii There are several representatives

12 of the Department of Energy in Argonne National

13 Laboratory the DOE contractor that will assist in

14 preparation of the EIS that are here today Two

15 of them will be speaking little bit later Id

16 also like to introduce two others who are here today

17 In the back at the signup table we have James

18 Alexander of the Technical Support Division at Oak

19 Ridge Operations office and we also have Pamela

20 Merry-Libby of the EIS Division of Argonne National

21 Laboratory in Argonne Illinois Ms Libby is

22 holding up her hand

23 The purpose of todays meeting is
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obtain your participation in the early stages of the

Environmental Impact Statement process under the

National Environmental Policy Act Were soliciting

your assistance in determining the issues and

alternatives to be considered in the were having

trouble with our microphone in the Environmental

Impact Statement for the Niagara Falls Storage Site

Before we begin taking speakers

it would probably be helpful if we have some back

lo ground information about the EIS process and about

ii the activity under consideration by the Department

12 of Energy To explain the EIS process we have Dr

13 Barbara Payne of Argonne National Laboratory Shes

14 listed by her nickname Bonnie Payne on the agenda

is for today

16 MS PAYNE Argonne National Laboratory is

17 under contract with the Department of Energy to do

18 an independent environmental assessment of the impacts

19 of all the possible alternatives for the Niagara Falls

20 Storage Site The Environmental Impact Statement

21 which we will be preparing is called an EIS in our

22 terms is an important part of the Department of

23 Energy decisionmaking process This process comes
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under the National Environmental Policy Act as Mr

Foutch pointed out which was passed in 1969 NEPA

as we call it is the National Charter to protect our

environment It sets up the policy and the goals

for protection of the human environment The means

to achieve these goals are set out in more detail

under the guidelines or we use them as regulations

of the counsel on environmental quality The NEPA

process was set up to insure that the public has

10 environmental information information about

11 environmental impacts about alternative actions on

12 project before any decisions are made It was also

13 set up so that decisionmakers on these kinds of

14 projects would have input from the public on what is

15 important what they considered important issues

16 The scoping process part of which is todays

17 meeting place the role of this exchange of informatio

18 Argonne will be doing the scientific analysis of

19 the impacts the environmental impacts and this will

20 based on much of the input which you give today and

21 what we get in written comments and the input that

22 was received on Thursday night from the people who

23 attended that meeting It will also be based of
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course on our own data collection

To show you where you fit in

or this meeting fits into the decision-making pro-

cess have chart up here DOE decisionmaking

process First of all determination was made that

an Environmental Impact Statement was needed That

was announced in formal document called the Notice

of Intent copy of which you would have received

at the back table itts the thickest handout That

was issued on January 26th And the Notice of Intent

11 stated that the Department of Energy intended to

12 prepare and issue an Environmental Impact Statement

13 It also announced these meetings and sölióited written

14 comments

15 These meetings are the next step

16 in the scoping process and they as told you are

17 to solicit information from you about the important

18 issues They were last Thursday night and this

19 morning Also comments written comments to

20
solicit the same kind of information will be accepted

21 until March 11th The date has now been changed

22 this was made when the date was earlier Written

23 comments and comments presented today will bear equal
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weight so you dont need to repeat yourself if you

dont wish to by making written comments transcrip

is being taken of these hearings so that everything

will be written down in the long run

draft Environmental Impact

Statement will be issued in the fall of 1983 and

that will be available for public review and comment

for fortyfive days Then taking those comments into

account and comments of other agencies and other

io technical concerns all of this final Environmental

11 Impact Statement will be issued probably in the fall

12 of 1984 There will be another period for public

13 review and comment approximately thirty to forty-five

14 days and then the Department of Energy will take

15 into account those additional comments the conc1usion

16 and the statements made in the Environmental Impact

17 Statement plus other input such as engineering

18 concerns cost factors legislation regulations

19 State regulations to make what we call record

20 of decision and that is decision on some form of

21 action or no action or whatever alternative is chosen

22 In the next slide shows the major

23 purposes of this meeting and the written comments
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This is an important part of the NEPA process the

scoping process First important thing is to

identify major issues which will be analyzed in

depth in the Environmental Impact Statement These

are the issues that you think are the most important

and that appear from our scientific analysis and

survey of the data also to be very important

second major reason for the

scoping meetings is to identify minor or less importan

10 issues so that we dont waste lot of time in being

11 concerned with issues that are unimportant to you and

12 arent important in this particular case

13 third major reason is to get

14 feedback from you on the appropriateness of the

15 alternatives brief list of which is available in

16 the Notice of Intent and there will be brief

17 summary later We want to know if you have suggestion

18 for other alternatives if you think the ones that

19 have been suggested the action alternatives are

20 appropriate

21 Finally we want these meetings

22 to serve as an exchange of information and we will

23 be providing some summaries of the actions some
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updatesof the Ntice of Intent and you will be able

to read the Notice of Intent in return we want

information from you on any studies that are available

any other information that you know about for example

other Environmental Impact Statements

And finally Ive made up slide

on the locations of the documents the draft

Environmental Impact Statement the major reports on

which it will be based the transcripts Of these

10 meetings they will be available in the office of

11 Lewiston Town Clerk know its Lewiston my

12 secretary thought it was Lewiston its my fault

13 didnt proofread it carefully and in the Freedom

14 of Information Building in Washington D.C Written

15 comments can be sent to the address to Lowell Campbell

16 thats posted up there Again the date has been

17 extended to February 25th So were looking for from

18 you --

19 MR FOUTCH March 11th

20 MS PAYNE Im sorry Its been extended to

21 March 11th from February 25th Again today were

22 looking for major issues to be analyied in depth

23 in the Environmental Impact Statement minor issues
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which then will be de.ernp.hasizØd this doesnt mean

they wont be commented on or something but theyll

be de-emphaziLzed Feedback this is very important

feedback on the alternatives proposed any other

suggestions for alternative actions and an exchange

of information

MR FOUTCH To explain briefly the history

of the activity and decision-making process that

has begun we have Lowell Campbell who is Deputy

Director of the Oak Ridge Operations Office Technical

Services Division Mr Campbell

MR CAMPBELL Good morning ladies and gentlemen

Id like to cover two or three items this morning

The Department of Energys project management

structure for the Niagara Falls Storage Site

short background of the Niagara Falls Storage Site

and Oak Ridge Operations Office for DOE long term and

short term plans

First slide we have the Department

of Energy at Oak Ridge Tennessee We have the

responsibility for the project definition and the

project management for the Niagara Falls Storage Site

We have prime contractor Bechtel National
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Incorporated that does the project management the

project operations they handle subcontracts for

local contractors to do work at Niagara Falls Storage

Site for our interim actions We have Argonne Nationa

Lab that will help us On the NEPAdocuraentation... They

will do the technical work for the EIS as Bonnie

Payne has mentioned

Next slide please very short

background on the Niagara Falls Storage Site Its

10 approximately hundred and ninety acres its fenced

with limited access It was part of the and still

12 is part of the former fifteen hundred acre

13 Manhattan Engineering District Site which in turn

14 was part of the former Lake Ontario Ordnance Works

15
and think this is the term that most people

16 recognize in this area Starting in 1944 the Site

17 was used for storage of residues resulting from

18 processing uranium ores commonly known as pitchblende

19 Approximately fourteen thousand cubic yards of the

20
residues stored in the buildings at the Site belong

21 to AFRIMET its an American company really controlled

22 by Belgian firm AFRIMET supplied the Federal

23 Government uranium ore from the Belgian Congo but
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they or AFRIMET retained ownership of these residues

due to potentially recoverable valuable elements

in the residues AFRIMET presently holds license

with the New York State Department of Labor for

storage of residues at the Niagara Falls Storage

Site The Federal Government owns the remaining

waste and residues at the Niagara Falls Storage Site

and most of these wastes are stored in large pile

in the R-lO commonly called R-lO pile It contains

lo about ten thousand cubic yards of residues and

ii at the end of 1983 when we do our interim remedial

12 actions we should have approximately ninety thousand

13 cubic yards of slightly contaminated soils

14 Next slide please Our near term

15 plans will be to try to correct any existing conditions

16 at the Niagara Falls Storage Site We want to clean

17 up off-site contamination of the vicinity properties

18 arid stabilizeon-site materials to prevent future

19 run-off We want to assure compliance with all

20 applicable standards and we hope we can do this in

21 the 1984 time frame

22 Next slide Just quick snapshot

23 of the Site you can see at the top its DOE
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Niagara Falls Storage Site fenceline that indicates

the boundaries of the DOE Site for the hundred and

ninety acre portion It indicates the R-1O area of

the buildings on the Site

If we could go to the next slide

we have an aerial view of the Niagara Falls Storage

Site taken during the construction season of last

year around September 1982 It shows the work

in progress in the R-lO area It shows the work

10 on buildings 413 and 414 It shows the water treatmen

11 facilities which are approximately theres four

12 ponds sedimentation ponds It shows decon pad

13 These are the things we did in 1984

14 Next slide please This is

15 summary schedule .f the interim work plan for Niagara

16 Falls Storage Site We will continue surveillance

17 and maintenance until we have decided what to do on

18 the long term We plan to prevent off-site migrations

19 hopefully in 1983 We plan to upgrade the storage

20 quality for the residues and waste material for 1984

21 And in that 1983-1984 time frame we hope to retrieve

22 off-site vicinity-property waste And of course thj

23 is all based on the assumption that we will have
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sufficient funding to do this work

Next slide please Very quickly

to show what we did in 82 if you can look at this

Site plan you can see the R-lO residue and spoils

and the dike that was done in 82 Buildings 413 and

14 as Ive already indicated we did stabilization

work there We have completed the ponds thats

marked one two three and four on the Site plan

part of the water treatment system and we did completE

10 vehicle decontamination pad

11 In 83 this construction season

12 we hope to do the area dike extension as you can see

13 on the Site plan stabilization of building 411

14 residues stabilization of the K-65 tower residues

15 demolition of buildings 410 and 412 clean-up of

16 other onsite areas cleanup of the central ditch

17 on-site and off-site and the west ditch clean-up

18 offsite

19 Next slide please Getting on

20 to our long term plans and this is part of the reason

21 were hear tonight is to have scoping meeting and

22 talk about the EIS process We hope to complete an

23 engineering analysis of alternatives The alternatives
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will include permanent storage of onsite offsite

and vicinity-property wastes or complete removal

of all radioactive materials from the Site want

to express this point as did on Thursday night the

use of this Site for disposal of radioactive materials

from other locations in the State of New York or

out of the State of New York this option is not

being considered In addition to engineering costs

and other considerations Environmental Impacts must

10 be factored into our decision And of course then

11 DOE plans to prepare an EIS to assist and compare

12 potential environmental impacts of various alternative

13 for long term management of the Niagara Falls Storage

14 Site waste and residues

15 Next slide please Very quickly

16 Id like to hit the alternatives they are in the

17 handout in the Notice of Intent which you should

18 already have but very quickly were looking at

19 three major alternatives and if understand the

20 process if you have suggestions on other alternatives

21 we would receive those at this meeting We had some

22 Thursday night we might expect to have suggestions

23 on alternatives today Number one alternative is

WILLIAM DENALL
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no action alternative where we continue interim

storage of existing waste and residues including

vicinity-property waste at Niagara Falls Number

two option would be long term management at Niagara

Falls Storage Site decision to manage existing

waste and residues at the Niagara Falls for long term

including actions to reduce the need for long term

surveillance monitoring and maintenance And

number three long term management at other sites

10 Were looking at the option of moving it to an arid

11 or dry site were looking at the option of moving

12 it to another humid Site and then were looking at

13 the option of ocean disposal and thats assuming

14 of course that Congress Congress has established

15 two-year moratoriumperiod on ocean disposal in

16 December 1982 but after that period we could

17 possibly put the waste into the ocean Were looking

18 at this option at least

19 In summary we are here to do the

20 scoping process we hope to have your input and we

21 hope we get on with the job

22 MR FOUTCH Todays meeting is an informal one

23 in that it is not an evidentiary hearing we are not
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going to have any crossexamination of speakers We

are interested in your suggestions regarding the

issues that should be considered in the EIS as has

been mentioned already and the alternatives that shou

be examined Mr Campbell mentioned that DOE has

identified three basic alternatives we are hopeful

that youre able to suggest others All comments on

these topics issues and alternatives are welcome

today

10 The Notice of Intent stated that

11 five minutes would be allowed for each speaker

12 perhaps more for organizations dont intend to

13 enforce that strict five minute rule at all We do

14 have several people signed up to speak today so if

15 it goes much over five minutes per individual speaker

16 Ill probably motion to them that they are over the

17 fiveminutes and then hope that they can wrap up

18 sometime soon after that but there will be no strict

19 enforcement of the five minute rule today

20 We have reporting service

21 William Denall and Associates of Buffalo that is

22 transcribing todays proceedings The court reporter

is Therese McGreevy who will be taking down all

WILLIAM DENALL
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comments made today You can purchase copy of

the meeting transcript from Mr Derialls company

As has been mentioned we will also place copy of

the transcript of todays meeting as well as of

Thursday nights meeting in the Lewiston Town Clerks

office

If you want to voice your particula

approval of an issue or alternative that is suggested

by one of the speakers you can note that on your

10 comment sheet Its not necessary that you speak

11 just to say agree with particular alternative

12 or issue Its probably faster and easier for you

13 just to note it on the comment sheet and turn it in

14 at the desk in the back If however you want to

15 expand on an issue or alternative thats been mentione

16 if you have other thoughts please feel free to sign

17 up at the table in the back and well take all

18 speakers If you represent an organization dont

19 hesitate to tell us that you do represent an organi

20 zation and its helpful for us to know how many

21 people in an organization so that well be able to

22 note that in the transcript of the hearing

23 If after leaving todays meeting

WILLIAM DENALL
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you think of other issues or alternatives that should

be considered as has been mentioned we do have

written comment period it has been extended from

February 25th to March 11th March 11th is the

new deadline Mr Lowell Campbell is the person

to write to his name is in the handout materials

Well also show slide at the end of todays meeting

that has his address So please feel free to submit

comments to Mr Campbell by March 11th might

10 mention that all comments written or oral will be

11 considered equally and believe Dr Payne mentioned

12 that already So dont think that you have to

13 speak to be part of this process Submit your

14 written comments they will be weighed equally with

15 the oral comments that are made today

16 If you have prepared statement

17 it would be helpful to the court reporter if you

18 could leave copy of it with us or mail us copy

19 if you dont have spare copy today didnt

20 recognize some of the local officials we had some

21 Thursday night and Im sure there are others here

22 today For fear of leaving someone out wont try

23 to mention each of them Some of them will be
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speaking and Mr Doleski who spoke at Thursday

nights meeting he is the regional permit

administrator for the New York State Department of

Environmental Conservation in Buffalo asked that

we read his statement into the record this morning

Because it is already part of the record dont

intend to read it but if anyone would care to see

his statement it will be here on the table it will

also be part of the transcript

10 Please excuse me if mispronounce

11 your name when call the speakers list Feel free

12 to correct me when you come up to the podium We

13 have two microphone locations feel free to use either

14 one of them If you would please for fear that we

15 have the name the court reporter may misspell your

16 name if its an unusual name please go ahead and

17 spell it out for us so that we will have that correct

18 in the transcript

19 The first speaker is the Honorable

20 Al MacBain member of Parliament.from Canada

21 MR MacBAIN Thank you Mr Chairman Im here

22 this morning as your friendly neighbor from the

23 north and appreciate the opportunity extended to
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me by Councillor Ogg in particular to be here

am here not as representative

of the Government of Canada but as representative

of millions of Canadians in the Great Lakes basin

area whose fresh water resource is already at risk

The representatives of the million or more Americans

who share this natural resource have already spoken

or will later speak and Im sure most eloquently

on their own behalf

10 We are Mr Chairman at this

11 very moment almost at the very point of entry for

12 foreign substances into the Niagara River and the

13 Great Lakes basin We are at the front lines of

14 the defense of that basin We are not scientists

15 of Princeton or Harvard writing lofty articles on the

16 danger of low level radiation from nuclear waste on

17 various organs of the body if the exposure is over

18 great number of years and the exposures from the

19 air we breathe or the water that we drink We are

20 the foot soldiers not the generals in the war

21 against the environmental damage to our planet We

22 cannot properly articulate to you why low level

23 radiation if introduced into the body over an extende
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period can cause cancer We leave that task to the

scientists and the learned members of the medical

profession We know they are sitting down there in

the audience most anxious to get up and articulate

to you Mr Chairman the danger of chemical and

nuclear waste if introduced into the air we breathe

and the water that we drink know that they are not

going to desert the foot soldiers and the trenches

in Lewiston New York in the midst of battle They

10 are not going to leave the fighting to members of

ii Parliament from foreign country housewives from

12 Niagara on the Lake Councillor Ogg from Lewiston

13 and Senators and Assemblymen from New York State who

14 are not men and women of science They are not going

15 to let us stand alone and tell you enough is enough

16 that you cant improve or protect water quality by

17 adding hundreds of toxic chemicals and low level

18 nuclear waste that we dont know what really happens

19 when unknown chemicals are mixed with other unknown

20 chemicals that we dont really know what is the full

21 extent of the danger of long term exposure to low

22 level radiation in the air and water to the human

23 body that we dont yet fully understand how to safely
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contain nuclear waste in populated areas and in the

proximity of water course

We know Mr Chairman as you do

that the great scientists are not in your audience

as individuals pressing to gain this platform and

to give you the thoughts expressed in general way

and in an unbiased and in an unscientific matter

but with scientific facts to base them on We know

they are not there you know that Therefore your

job is very difficult and the job of those that

will follow you are very difficult You are at the

cutting edge of the problems of modern man but you

need more help then you are likely to receive here

today

Therefore you must advance with

great caution into what is to all intents and

purposes unknown territory That much at least we

have the right to ask The onus must always be and

remain on those who want to pollute It will cost

am told hundred million dollars plus to remove

and decontaminate the nuclear waste site in question

agree that is lot of money However Mr Chairman

say to you as the ad says you can pay me now or

WILLIAM DENALL
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you can pay me later and usually it costs lot more

if you pay the bill later

The cost of destruction of the

Great Lakes basin fresh water resource we cannot even

imagine ask Mr Chairman that the Ordnance

Works Site be decommissioned the nuclear waste

removed and the Site decontaminated There is no

known safe alternative It is not time to play

games

10 On Tuesday will be meeting

11 personally with Mr Seaborn the Canadian joint

12 chairman of the International Joint Commission

13 will give to him the same message am giving to

14 you have letters from Operation Clean in Niagara

15 on the Lake and from the Town of Lewiston in support

16 of my submission which is todays topic

17 Mr Chairman ask these questions

18 What is the long term cumulative effect of low-level

19 radiation What is it Especially when it is per

20 mitted to enter directly into the human body through

21 the air we breathe and the water we drink

22 already said we do not speak as scientists We do

23 not have to be told that you can roll around in safety
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in water for five minutes that contains lowlevel

radiation We are not fools We know that is so

But Mr Chairman you can likewise survive if you

are submerged for moment or so in tub of water

but try it for half an hour sometime life time

of such exposure is not required for medical problems

to develop matter of few minutes

Mr Chairman in England in 1957

they had fire in plant preparing nuclear material

10 and there was an escape of lowlevel radiation over

11 an extended period of time The decision at the

12 time was that the exposure was merely to lowlevel

13 radiation and not injurious to the health of the

14 population in the area This very week this very

15 week in England they wrote the final chapter to

16 that episode The scientific discovery many have

17 died many more will die from such radiation because

18 of cancer many others will have birth defects and

19 other ailments So much for the 1957 appraisal that

20 low-level radiation is not serious In England they

21 know better and they know from bitter experience

22 How many times do humans have to

23 be burned to learn What is the cumulative effect
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as .1 said of lowgrade nuclear waste on the mud of

river bed over centuries How do you treat bodies

of water large bodies of water which have too

much radioactivity How can we prepare container

now which will protect our waterways and our air

from the escape of radon gas and radiation for

generations In 1944 or so we used silo What do

you now propose to use The present state of the art

of nuclear waste management shows the silo was never

10 satisfactory and is now useless and worse than useless

11 In another generation what will they say about

12 new container we might build today

13 The real message is really we do

14 not know at this point how to safely store sixteen

15 thousand tons of lowlevel nuclear waste literally

16 on the banks of the Niagara River and in populated

17 area We just do not know The state of the art is

18 such that we may not know for many years to come

19 It is fair to assume we are no

20 more than fifty years and probably less than fifty

21 years away from fusion It is not unreasonable to

22 think that with controlled fusion will come new ways

23 to decontaminate nuclear waste as well as an abundanc
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of electrical energy In the meantime please do not

destroy the Great Lakes as resource Fusion may

make it possible to decontaminate sixteen tons of

nuclear waste but it will not be able to decontaminat

all the water and the muddy bottom of Lake Ontario

and the other lakes We must prevent nuclear

contamination of the Great Lakes basin and we must

do it now Thank you Applause

MR FOUTCH Thank you very much Mr MacBain

In case people are wondering who the folks are

ii wandering around with cameras Im informed that the

12 University of Buffalo Media School has team here

13 who are covering the hearing as class exercise

14 and they were here for the December meeting as well

15 so we welcome them here The next speaker is

16 Kathleen Lima Im informed that we also have two

17 television news crews here today we welcome them

18 as well

19 MS LIMA Good morning My name is Kay

20 Lima and Im speaking on behalf of Greenpeace Over

21 the past twelve years our work to protect the

22 integrity of the marine environment has earned us the

23 support of more than two hundred and fifty thousand
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members in the United States and more than one

million members worldwide Needless to say my

presence at this meeting is largely because of the

rather startling news that appeared in the Federal

Register few weeks ago news concerning yet another

proposal that indicates the United States Governments

renewed interest in the ocean disposal of radioactive

wastes would like to speak today about our

concerns regarding the proper scope of the draft

lo Envirmonmental Impact Statement DEIS for long term

11 management of the rad-waste at the Niagara Falls

iz Storage Site and specifically about the ocean

13 disposal option

14 In the brief time allotted here

15 will not go into the more technical concerns that

16 the Department of Energy will need to address in

17 preparing the DEIS Questions concerning the specific

18 composition quantities and concentration of the

19 waste as well as curie content the halflives of

20 the various isotopes involved and other radiological

21 data will need to be considered in great detail All

22 of this information will need to be factored into an

23 analysis of potential environmental impacts of any of
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the options outlined in DOEs Notice of Intent Paper

However from an environmental point of view the

primary question is how to keep the waste from

entering the biosphere in any way at all

First of all distinction needs

to be drawn between long term management and permanent

disposal Until national policy on final resting

place for our nuclear legacy is formulated the

central theme must be discussed in this or any other

lo evaluation of management options must be the issue

ii of control When speak of control refer to two

12 things One our ability to continuously monitor

13 any and all environmental impacts arising from the

14 management option in use and two our ability to

15 retrieve the waste if the management scheme is found

16 to be lacking at later date All of this is not

17 to mention the fact that if national policy for

18 permanent disposal of radioactive waste is ever

19 formulated we must be in position to retrieve the

20 waste to implement that policy

21 If the DEIS is to evaluate the

22 merits of various long term management options for

23 dealing with radioactive waste in an environmentally
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safe manner let me suggest one very simple rule of

thumb Keep it away from the water Although in

some instances water can serve as barrier to

radiation it also serves as an extremely viable

migratory route throughout the biosphere Isolation

from ground water runoff rivers and the sea goes

long way towards insuring against any contamination

of the environment from this waste Radiation can

take many different paths to humans in ways that are

io just beginning to be understood Any of these manage

11 ment options must be considered in light of the

12 quantity of research necessary to understand these

13 processes to our satisfaction Also the tremendous

14 technical and engineering difficulties associated with

15 any sort of monitoring or retrieval of radioactive

16 waste once it becomes waterborne must be considered

17 From the point of view of an

18 ability to monitor and retrieve this waste ocean

19 disposal is just about the most environmentally un

20 sound way imaginable to manage this or any other

21 hazardous substance For all intents and purposes

22 once it has been dumped into the ocean it is beyond

23 our control The EPA has made some effort to study
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old United States nuclear dump sites off both the

east and west coasts However monitoring the effect

of these dumps on the environment has been all but

impossible because much less than one percent of

the waste could even be located Obviously retrieval

of the waste is out of the question

Past United States policy on

radwaste dumping has been predicated on the theory

that radioactivity would be disbursed and dilluted

10 in the marine environment to harmless levels However

all indications from past Sites that have been located

12 indicate that exactly the opposite is the case What

13 one ends up with is concentration or pointsource

14 of pollution Radioactivity is gradually absorbed

is into the marine environment and works its way up the

16 food chain in everincreasing concentrations An

17 enormous amount of research is needed to even begin

18 to estimate how much of this radioactivity might

19 eventually end up on the dinner table However if

20 one seriously wants to consider the environmental

21 impacts of the various options for long term management

22 of radioactive wastes at the Niagara Falls Storage

23 Site tremendous amount of work can be saved by
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leaving out the ocean disposal option altogether

Thank you Applause

MR FOUTCH Thank you very much Ladies and

gentlemen Im going to ask you not to applaud and

you may wonder why so Ill tell you We dont want

any speaker to feel inhibited in presenting what

their personal opinion is so that if they felt like

they had to evoke applause by their comments they mig

feel that they couldnt say something that was

10 contrary to what the audience may have already

11 indicated they will approve So if you wouldnt mind

12 dont applaud The next speaker is Calvin Schultz

13 MR SCHULTZ am Calvin Schultz Superinten

14 dant of Highways Water and Drainage for the Town

15 of Lewiston was born and grew up in the Town of

16 Lewiston know the area of the Lake Ontario

17 Ordnance Works Site very well because this is where

18 was reared My brother still lives on the family

19 farm on Porter Center Road less than one mile from

20 the K-65 tower or building 434 Two of my uncles

21 were forced from their active farms on Porter Center

22 Road in 1942 by the Federal Government to construct

23 the Lake Ontario Ordnance Works Site Prior to the
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construction of the Ordnance Plant this area was

part of the Lake Ontario Plain which was highly

productive farming area and an area known for

excellent fruit growing and general farming

When the Federal Government

constructed the LOOW Site it was the beginning of

host of problems that were to follow Some of

these are exemplified by the following One the

towns of Lewiston and Porter lost tax base by the

10 fact that productive lands were taken off of the

11 tax roles Two when the manufacturer of explosives

12 stopped the Federal Government brought in the radio-

13 active materials and exposed the populace to its

14 hazards Three lands declared surplus were sold

15 off and later had to be decontaminated from migrating

16 and incomplete prior clean-up of the radioactive

17 materials Four because of the radioactive dump

18 this led to the construction of toxic and hazardous

19 waste dumps by ChemTrol in 1972 which became SCA

20 along with its hazards Five with SCA located here

21 it has cost the towns of Lewiston and Porter as well

22 as local citizens groups thousands of dollars in

23 legal fees trying to protect themselves from the
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health hazards the odors and the forever wasting

of these lands by the worlds largest toxic and

hazardous waste landfills Niagara County has the

only two licensed landfills in the State of New York

They are located within approximately eight miles

of one another Number six modern landfill which

handles nontoxic industrial waste also has located

here on two hundred acre site Number seven

Hooker Chemical which is now Occidental Chemical

has four hundred acre site adjacent to SCA on the

west Because the radioactive wastes were stored

here it has fostered these landfills

As you can readily see the value

of homes and farms surrounding the LOOW Site are

definitely adversely affected The ability to sell

them as well as their saveabie values have been

diminished The Towns tax base is therefore reduced

placing greater burden on the rest of the tax

payers

As highway water and drainage

superintendant have had contact with many of the

residents of the community over the years and feel

that have good feeling of the pulse of concern
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of these residents Their concerns about the LOOW

Site are as follows The long term health problems

danger of the toxic and hazardous materials trucked

to this area from all over the northeast accidental

spills on their highways loss of the value of their

property loss of the tax base and that more radio-

active material will be brought to this site in

spite of assurances to the contrary and the fact

that the Federal Government has been less than truth

10 ful in the past about the LOOW Site

11 The problems of the proposed

12 opening of the tower for removal of the AFRIMET

13 K-65 materials as well as the demolition of the

14 tower are of great concern to the community The

15 dust the pointsource of radon emission and other

16 problems of continued storage of the AFRIMET materials

17 for value far less than the cost to the Federal

18 Government

19 Now in response to the three

20 basic proposals or alternatives for the future of the

21 Site Number one the no action option We have

22 had approximately thirty-five years no action in

23 the past only in recent years has any substantial
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work been done on the Site This option as far as

the community is concerned is not acceptable for

the reasons which have stated previously

Two the long term management

option The area is not technically suited for

storage of radioactive materials for many reasons

which will have to be addressed in the EIS such

as Site located close to populated areas Buffalo

Rochester Niagara Falls Hamilton and Toronto

10 the LOOW Site is honeyr-ccmbed with whole system

ii of piping water lines and sewer lines of which

12 am very familiar For water lines there are

13 potable process cooling and fire water lines

14 For sewer lines there are sanitary acid red and

15 yellow acid and storm sewer lines All of these

16 are potential means for migration from the Site

17 have been ground water observer for the U.S

18 Geological Survey for twelve years and am somewhat

19 knowledgeable of the aquifers and ground water levels

20 They are at levels which have cause for concern as

21 well as the presence of sand lenses

22 Proposal number three long term

23 management at other sites option would favor and
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recommend the removal of the waste from the LOOW Site

to Governmentowned site in an arid region where

there would not be any population centers located

where the ground is already contaminated from atomic

testing in the past and that the waste be buried

with substantial cover rather than shallow burial

This site should be used for other area clean-ups as

well not just materials from the LOOW Site When

this material is moved it should be containerized

lo in such fashion that when stored in the arid

area that possible future retrieval may be made

12 should future use or more acceptable methods of

13 handling be developed The three option ocean

14 disposal am very opposed to ocean disposal and

15 feel that not much time nor money should be spent

16 on exploring this option as it cannot be controlled

17 nor monitored nor retrieved should it become

18 too late This is totally unacceptable in my opinion

19 In summation then the only

20 acceptable option would be the removal of all radio

21 active wastes from the LOOW Site decommissioning of

22 the Site and the restoration to condition of

23 unrestricted use Then this land could be placed
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back on the tax rolls

Some of the natural resources

which our area possesses are the Niagara River and

Lake Ontario which is part of the worldts largest

fresh water supply fertile Lake Ontario Plain which

is an excellent fruit growing area good climatic

conditions and clean air God gave us these natural

resources and we should be good stewards of these

resources We should use them wisely and not pollute

10 them with radioactive toxic and hazardous wastes

11 so that they affect the health of our citizens of

12 today and of future generations to come

13 MR FOUTCH Thank you

14 MR SCHULTZ would just like to speak for

15 Operation Clean Mr Henry the Chairman was unable

16 to be here today The Operation Clean does intend

17 to send written comment before the deadline March

18 11th

19 MR FOUTCH Thank you The next speaker is

20 Ruth MacPherson Ms MacPherson will not be speaking

21 Thank you The next speaker then will be C.W

22 Shonnard

23 MR SHONNARD Mr Moderator appreciate the
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opportunity to make my comments here this morning

My name is C.W Shonnard reside at 435 Aberdeen

Road in Lewiston am professional engineer

consultant in environmental technology and past

chairman of the Town of Lewiston Environmental

Committee

have reviewed the documents made

available on the subject of this hearing today

including the Batteile Radiologic Hazard Assessment

10 Study of the Acres American Geologic Characterization

ii of the NFS Site area and the Bechtel Long Range Plan

12 Study Phase One and Appendices My purpose today

13 is to address to the scope content of the draft

14 Environmental Impact Statement being prepared for

15 the DOE by its consultant which understand is the

16 main thrust of this hearing here today

17 As resident familiar with the

18 eight known inactive existing and emerging waste

19 sites in the Town of Lewiston have serious conceri

20 about the impact of these sites on the Towns

21 Environmental quality health economic cultural

22 recreational tourism and life style characteristics

23 This is sort of common sense but these are the
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primary main concerns

am aware that the protocol for

the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement

under the National Environmental Policy Act NEPA

as well as the New York State Environmental Quality

Review Act SEQR stipulates approximately on the

average thirtyfive factors that must be addressed

and evaluated if the DEIS is to be credible Further-

more it is the substantive depth of information and

10 analogy of these DEISs that is the important factor

11 For the Town of Lewiston this means addressing the

12 cultural and economic characteristics of the Town

13 prior to the Federal Governments appropriation of

14 the NFSS farmlands during World War 11 and the Towns

15 post development to date It means analyzing the

16 impact of the eight existing and emerging waste

17 disposal Sites relative to the balance of character

18 istics as laid out in the Towns existing Natural

19 Processes Manual and the Towns recently approved

20 Master Plan Impact on property values residential

21 development recreation and tourism is especially

22 important to this community

23 In more technical sense it
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means going beyond the qualitative general statements

and sometimes platitudes often found in enviromental

impact documents to include rather substantive

factual information relative to geological soil

permeability ground water quality radioactivity

analyses All of these data should be accompanied

by state of the art statistical analyses for

standards of variability And mention this in

particular because often single page of data

10 representing possibly single analyses are sometimes

11 used to display an impression of quality factor

12 When put to test those statistical analyses it

13 can be sometimes determined that the range ability

14 of this information gets to be quite extensive and

15 therefore think that this EIS should address itself

16 in scientific manner as referred -to earlier from

17 the Argonne people rather great depth of this

18 type of information

19 Future uses of the NFS Site should

20 be examined in detail to relate to the Town Master

21 Plan the Natural Processes Manual and of course

22 the economic impact The future uses are going

23 beyond what might be termed planning today as we
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understand the objectives of the DOE Maybe the

DOE does not have further plans beyond at this

point but there may be other agencies other entities

that then become involved with this Site in the

future for which the DOE might say has no comtemplati

now But such an EIS should thoroughly explore those

potentialities and address itself to them In

broader sense the relevancy of nuclear waste adjacent

to Lake Ontario and the Great Lakes fresh water

10 system should be of course thoroughly examined

as been referred to Im sure many times and its

12 implication with the IJC and other agencies This

13 risk is of course great concern for probably one

14 of the greatest fresh water bodies on earth and

15 what other people in other parts of this country

io looking toward tapping into this resource if they

17 find their own supplies being curtailed But it has

18 great significance and great importance to all of

19 us both Canada and the United States

20 Many of us in Lewiston to

21 summarize will be keenly interested in the thoroughne

22 and the quality of this DOE draft Envirmonmental

23 Impact Statement and where in some ofthe information
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available to us here was that they may tend to sort

out some of the items and factors they consider of

minor importance sincerely urge that these factors

that might be considered minor be tested against

the communitys impression as to whether or not they

are minor or not and therefore be addressed in

fully thorough manner if in fact they are of

concern to this community Thank you again for the

opportunity to make these comments

10 MR FOUTCH Thank you would like to

11 remind you again if youre speaker and have pre

12 pared comments if you could give them to Mis3

13 McGreevy know some of our earlier speakers didnt

14 if they dont have spare copy if they could furnish

15 them at later time it would be helpful to the

16 court reporter The next speaker is State Senator

17 John Daly

18 MR DALY Good morning Mr Foutch

19 MR FOTJTCH Good morning

20 MR DALY had hoped to be here Thursday

21 but unfortunately was still out of town and

22 did not want to send an aide since warted to do

23 this personally feeling that its so important so
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many of the people represent Thank you for the

opportunity of testifying before you today

Certainly the Lake Ontario Ordnance

Works has been grave concern to the residents of

Lewiston and Porter in particular for over thirty

years And of course we are all strongly opposed

to any reactivation of the Site for the purpose of

receiving and storing radioactive wastes and we were

most happy earlier this year when we found out that

10 DOE was not considering that alternative The

11 people of the area deserve to have the Site remain

12 decommissioned beyond that there is very strong

13 feeling that Federal plans when finally implemented

14 should call for the relocation of the radioactive

15 material to other Sites This alternative should be

16 given serious consideration for the following reasons

17 First of all it does not seem fair or just to ask

18 the people of these two towns Lewiston and Porter

19 to bear the burden of not only the nuclear waste

20 stored at the Lake Ontario Ordnance Site but also

21 to have within their borders one of the largest

22 chemical waste dumps in the country which is operated

23 by private concern known as SCA and in fact is
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almost immediately adjacent to the Ordnance Works

In the event of natural disaster the undeterminable

synergistic effects on the health of the people and

the environment are scarey and must be considered

extremely dangerous and believe that this should

be given significant weight in your analysis of the

environmental impact on these communities and on

Niagara County In addition to me it does not make

sense for such heavy concentration of both radio

jo active and chemical waste dumps to be located in

11 proximity to major water resources such as the

12 Niagara River and Lake Ontario This also must

13 receive heavy consideration because of the unusual

14 massive destruction disaster can effect in such

15 an environmental setting

16 In conclusion might say that

17 and my collegues in the State Legislature are most

18 happy that DOE has initially decided that it will

19 not store any nuclear waste in the area but we also

20 ask that you give serious consideration to the

21 full decommissioning and relocation of the nuclear

22 waste presently onsite primarily because of the

23 terrible environmental disaster and health disaster
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that could occur if something unnatural happened in

Niagara County Thank you very much

MR FOUTCH Thank you Senator Daly The

next speaker is Diane and please excuse me if

mispronounce it DArrigo

MS DARRIGO Im representing the Sierra Club

this morning The Sierra Club has several comments

and suggestions for the Environmental Impact Statement

First of all consideration of the first options of

10 no action or keeping the waste at the LOOW Site

11 There needs to be serious consideration given to the

12 synergistic effects of radioactive and chemical wastes1

13 and as has been mentioned several times this morning

14 both of those are in an abundant supply in this area

15 We believe that delineation and exhumation of all of

16 the radioactive and chemical wastes below ground

17 is required and this has not been done in the past

18 Now repeatedly Ive been trying to get information

19 documenting the fact that the myriad of pipes under

20 neath the entire Site have been capped or removed

21 We still have serious questions about the condition

22 of those pipes if they are even if theyve been

23 capped if theyve been deteriorated they are still
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going to provide pathways for migration of radio

nuclides The exact location and condition of these

pipes should be detailed in the draft Environmental

Impact Statement and we have repeatedly as said

asked for information At the first hearing of the

DOE made request to Mr Keller he promised that

these pipes have been capped and taken care of and

yet have received no response in the intervening

time plus the time before when we have been

10 trying to find out information about the pipes

11 because they are all over the property they are

12 over adjacent properties and it is major concern

13 This is pathway for off-site migration whether

14 the stuff is kept there or not and if there is

15 material buried at the Site it could already be

16 getting off-site and if were going to clean it up

17 this is one major thing that needs to be considered

18 Another thing that should be

19 considered is the long term effects of radiation on

20 the agricultural community and the hunting activities

21 in this area This is prime agricultural area

22 and there is lot of hunting thats done for human

23 consumption
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believe that full investigation

of the geology hydrology and wind dispersion factors

are needed especially if the tower which probably

ought to be dismantled is going to be dismantled

Theres got to be some kind of technology which

you know there have been exhumations before in the

past where large weather shields have been put over

the area being exhumed Now with the tower Im not

sure what kind of technical arrangements could be

10 made but there needs to be consideration of

11 dismantlement of that tower and the material in it

12 and exhumation of the basements below it and while

13 this is being done protection of the surrounding

14 community

15 radiological study should be

16 done of the Radium radon and other uranium by

17 products in the homes of the Lewiston-Porter School --

18 the homes in the area and of the Lewiston-Porter

19 School This should be conducted by an independent

20 group and funded by the Department of Energy

21 We are in agreement with other

22 speakers today that the ocean dumping option should

23 be deleted The few drums that have been found in the
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ocean that were dumped previously were found imploded

rusted fragmented This is waste of time and

its good possibility that after the two year

moritorium is over that Congress may again choose

to extend the ban on ocean dumping

For all of the options that are

being considered and other options which should be

considered such as containment on the Site in

canisters rather than just in piles on questionable

10 soils that the Department of Energy should be very

11 clear about the levels that they are sighting as

12 acceptable and what these levels are based upon

13 The public should not be lead to believe that

14 acceptable means harmless or safe The health effects

15 of low levels of radiation on humans in the environmen

16 is the subject of hot scientific debate and this

17 should be made clear in the beginning of both the

18 DIES and the final Environmental Impact Statement

19 Furthermore African Metals

20 waste it seems as though were taking on that waste

21 even though the lease does not expire until the end

22 of June 1983 The DOE however should make every

23 possible attempt to require the company to be
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responsible for its material and to gain monetary

or other equivalent compensation for the long term

management of African Metals waste understand

that African Metals has been paying one thousand

dollars year for services to take care of their

waste and thats clearly an inadequate amount to

cover the cost to the tax payer of keeping it in the

inadequate condition that its in right now

also feel that wholistic views sh uld

10 be taken of this site that the tower the waste it

11 contains the buildings their foundations the

12 waste that has been buried the condition and existenc

13 of underground piping the material on the ground and

14 in piles the effect of releases of contaminated

15 water into ditches creeks the levels of radioactivit

16 in fish and vegetation and the subsequent threat

17 to human health radiation levels in the air watery

18 and ground with consideration of the presence of

19 chemicals and possible synergistic effects of these

20 on the environment and people should be taken into

21 consideration Thats it

22 MR FOUTCH Thank you very much We only have

23 one other speaker who has signed up so if you would
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like to speak today please be sure to go back and

sign up now The next speaker is Alfred Guilmette

do have two other speakers who have signed up so

you Ms Howe or Mr Franki we do have you on

the list so dont be concerned that said that

we only had one other speaker

MR GUILMETTE My name is Alfred Guilmette Im

here on behalf of the Sierra Club radioactive waste

campaign And respectfully to the ladies and

io gentlemen have seen first hand over the past four

11 years government performance at Love Canal and West

12 Valley and it is poor record at best and recently

13 how agencies supposedly for the protection of

14 citizens rights are systematically being dismantled

15 and are little more than joke where the Environment

16 Protection Agency is now being called the Industrial

17 Protection Agency where conscienscious employees of

18 these agencies must turn their heads when they see

19 wrongdoing if they value their careers Were not

20 going to let you come here and let you put on

21 charade pretending to let us have our say and then

22 forget about us We want input now and in the future

23 and we therefore recommend an advisory board
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appointed by the Town Board to oversee and have input

on the activities of the DOE and also funded by

the DOE Thats all have to say

MR FOUTCH The next speaker is Margherita

Howe

MS HOWE Mr Chairman didnt receive

the notification of your meeting until last night

so have not prepared statement but certainly

there are few things wish to say am Margherita

Howe chairman of Operation Clean Niagara which

is group based in Niagara on the Lake Ontario

12 Canada We have been involved with the problems

13 at SCA Chemical Waste Disposal Site the Hooker

14 Hyde Park Site Niagara Falls Sewage Treatment

15 Disposal Plant the Love Canal and we are planning

16 to become involved in the Hooker Chemical Area

17 Site So we have had some involvement along the

18 Niagara River

19 Given the facts and think the

20 facts are certainly obvious to us hope that they

21 are obvious to you that this area has probably

22 reached point of saturation and that it is the

23 damage that has been done is possibly irreversible
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think the only thing that we can be considering now

in the case of the LOOW Site .is complete removal of

the substances there properly obviously and to

locate them in site that is suitable But certainly

feel at this point in time with what we know that

is in this area with these other toxic chemical

waste sites that it is ludicrous to suggest that

you leave that material here So hope that you

will consider this third alternative as being the

io only only alternative We think you know there

11 is syndrome not in my back yard we dont want the

12 waste in our back yard dont send it to us Weve

13 gotthewaste in our back yard here and its already

14 here and think we should be given an opportunity

15 to clean up what is here and it can only be done

16 in the case of the LOOW Site and as in many of the

17 other Sites the chemical waste disposal sites to

18 be excavated and removed so that our Niagara River

19 will once again possiblY regenerate itself and also

20 Lake Ontario We as Canadians are very concerned

21 and hope you will give this every consideration

22 Thank you

23 MR FOUTCH Thank you very much Mr Robert
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Franki

MR FRANKI Good morning Id just like to

before get started make one slight correction on th

piece of paper where my name is on it it says that

am Sierra Club representative and Im actually

here as an individual today

MR FOUTCH Okay

MR FRANKI Im graduate student at State

University at Buffalo studying media but Im here

10 now to just begin by saying that Im partially relieve

ii that the DOE is attempting to correct dangerous

12 situation which exists here in Lewiston But Im

13 very concerned about how youre going to be going

14 about it first became concerned about the radio-

15 active waste issue in general when was introduced

16 to both the DOE and the West Vally radioactive waste

17 situation For those of you who do not know West

18 Valley is small town about thirty-five miles south-

19 east of the City of Buffalo and they have very

20 considerably large radioactive waste problem there

21 There are many types of radioactive wastes at West

22 Valley There is very highly radioactive liquid

23 tank thats in temporary disposal burial site thats
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very dangerous There is spent fuel rods that come

from nuclear plants that exist there Theres also

an NRC license and Stateoperated burial ground

And its ironic that you have citizens activity up

here and you have citizens activity down there but

wonder how many of the actual residents from

Lewiston themselves are even maybe knew about West

Valley and the fact that theyve had lot of problem

with leaking through creeks Theyve detected radio-

10 activity as far as Rochester and Lake Ontario that

11 has leaked from the West Valley Site And the point

12 that wanted to make is that the site in Lewistcn th

13 site in West Valley as well as some other examples

14 are Oak Ridge Tennessee and Hanford Washington

15 which are two of the potential options that the DOE

16 is considering for the Lewiston waste as well as

17 places like Rocky Flats Colorado Idaho Falls

18 Idaho Morehead Kentucky Albuquerque New Mexico

19 Miamisburg Ohio Amarillo Texas Barnwell South

20 Carolina just to name few are places where the

21 nuclear industry has been temporarily storing the highy

22 radioactive wastes which are generated in the producti

23 of electricity and the manufacturing of nuclear weapon
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And the thing is all of us people that are affected

by these nuclear waste sites have lot in common

and feel that already like Im beginning to see it

because Ive only been active for about three years

maybe three four years but already Im beginning

to finally see some kind of broader-based activity

going on Ms Howe from Operation Clean is now

you know involved in whole lot of different issues

Shes involved i.n the chemical waste issues shes

io involved in the nuclear waste issue and think thats

really important thing for anybody who is here

12 who really cares about whats going on in Lewiston

13 to know because the fact is that there are probably

14 thousands of people in the Erie and Niagara County

15 areas that are currently very active in these issues

16 and there are people here now the Sierra Club

17 Operation Clean people who are in contact with

18 whole lot of these people and the thing is it doesnl

19 really take too much time to come to one of these

20 meetings and these meetings happen all the time

21 There has just been whole draft Environmental Impact

22 Statement and Environmental Impact Statement about

23 the situation at West Valley that all preceded the
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issuance of contract to Westinghouse to come up

with some sort of test solidification process for

some Of the high level wastes which exist there

But the point is that these initial testing processes

are all unproven nothings been demonstrated before

and the liquid waste at West Valley constitutes less

than one percent of just the high level liquid waste --

or the high level radioactive waste excuse me that

is presently stored temporarily here in this country

io Okay So that brings into mind an incredible economic

ii cost factor Youre talking about plan down there

12 which is running estimates now of five hundred million

13 dollars and as we all know as far as the nuclear

14 industrys record is concerned when an initial

15 estimate comes out you know that the job wont even

16 be close to getting done in twice the amount of time

17 that they say its going to be getting done and its

18 going to cost two to four times as much One example

19 is just the Lilco sic Generating Facility that

zo started off with an estimate of two hundred and sixty

21 nine billion dollars and is now up totwo.point five

22 billion dollars if it ever gets on line Okay

23 So the point is that people who pay electric bills
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havent even begun to see the real true cost of

nuclear energy Also were seeing some of the

alternatives already kicking into effect Were seem

how the fact that people are actively conserving

is bringing about this oil glut Britain just came

out and lowered their prices again and this has

real big ramification on all of these other issues

which think are very pertinent here as far as us

as citizens are concerned So the thing is in any

10 case the people around all dump sites are in the

11 same deadly situation The material is stored

12 sloppily it leaches off-site and the fact is that

13 as far as those off-site shipping options are concerne

14 right now the people in Oak Ridge and Hanford really

15 dont know the by-products of the Manhattan Project

16 and Hiroshima bomb any morethan you people do Time

17 after time we find that industries are allowed to

18 shirk their responsibilities and citizens have to

19 pay for it In West Valley it was Getty Oil They

20 supposedly ran commercial reprocessing center that

21 was supposed to give the nuclear plants more uranium

22 to generate electricity but actually what it wound

23 up doing was generating lot of plutonium for the
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weapons industry And Getty Oil when it found out

that it wasnt making profit because it was too

unsafe because workers were getting overexposed

they just backed out of it stuck it on the State

the State had to go to the DOE because we didnt

have the money to pay for it so now the DOE has set

up their process there and we have the same kind of

very limited kind of contact with Washington that

we have here and they basically can do what they want

10 and its like that all over the country Okay In

11 Lewiston its African Metals Okay Their contract

12 going to expire very soon and we anticipate that

13 the Lewiston Site and whoever owns it is going to

14 have to be responsible for taking care of the African

15 Metals portion of that waste there so we hope that

16 the draft Environmental Impact Statement does take

17 into account all of the material thats stored in

18 Lewiston

19 And as far as dumping in the ocean

20 is concerned think that all that really needs to

21 be said about the insanity of dumping in the ocean

22 has been said except for possibly one example where

23 there was case where the Navy was trying to sink
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radioactive waste in some barrels and it wouldnt

sILnk so they just shot holes in it to let it sink

Now if that doesnt seem to be system with much

integrity when youre going to shoot holes in some

thing thats supposed to contain waste

think the last thing that we

should consider is long term waste disposal solution

as continuation of the legacy of irresponsible

dumping policies established from the beginning of the

10 nuclear industry So far there really hasnt been

11 any significant development in permanent waste con

12 tainment and disposal technology and even though

13 am very anxious for that to happen dont feel

14 that the people of Lewiston or anywhere else should

is have to subject themselves to being guinea pigs for

16 any unproven technologies Therefore the only real

17 logical solution to this problem becomes the

18 development of secure temporary onsite containment

19 facilities for the waste where they can be responsibi

20 dealt with Its going to be expensive but the

21 thing is were already into this okay and if

22 were really considering whats going on with the

23 environment and we really want to keep this planet
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together were going to have to guess deal with

the problems that were given to us mean am

relatively young person coming into this issue

most of the decisions were made as far as like the

policies set for dumping waste before was born

or just when was toddler but Im coming into

this saying all right enough is enough and were

going to have to pay for it but there are alternative

And what we have to do is we have to make the people

lo in Washington understand that were really behind

these alternatives that were willing to work

12 because its being shown now in the situation with

13 oil people are conserving So the biggest problem

14 that people who deal with the radioactive waste

15 situation have to face is its source The generation

16 of nuclear power for electricity and weapons as

17 long as we dont know how to handle the toxic by-

18 products of nuclear energy we should shut down the

19 plants which generate it because its going to cost

20 us too much money in the long run and its already

21 costing us too much money now not to mention all

22 of the situations that come about where workers are

23 afraid to testify because they are going to lose
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their jobs and they are finding out that the

things arent being put together correctly Were

being given an assurance that engineering standards

are being followed which arent because of the

basics of having to cut costs and having to deal with

the realities of getting contract done on time

Were basically getting very sloppily done job

and we the people who live around these places are

going to have to pay for it eventually

10 As far as the Lewiston Site and

ii its proximity are concerned hope that the DOE

12 will consider what is currently happening and what

13 may happen in the future in regards to hunting and

14 farming and residential and school contamination

15 know that the drainage ditches from the Site have

16 carried wastes offsite and that local creeks have

17 had to be dredged Okay think this is very

18 terrible situation that people who live there there

19 is school quarter mile away from there which

20 is insane Radon gas has leaked from there People

21 are going to school and living and hunting and camping

22 and just existing in very unhealthy environment

23 Okay Im finishing The nuclear industry the
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Government and the military have been totally

irresponsible in their history of generation use

and disposal of hazardous materials Therefore

would like to see DOEfunded citizens advisory

board established where Town Board delegated

representatives can have input into some of these

DOE proceedings This at least might remove some

of the total sense of helplessness which occurs

around this type of situation and at best might

10 catalyze valuable communication which could lead

11 to the responsible disposition of the waste stored

12 at this site Thank you

13 MR FOUTCH Thank you very much The last

14 speaker that we have listed is Darwin Langlois

15 MR LANGLOIS Mr Chairman citizens dont

16 have prepared statement to hand to you but Ive

17 given this lot of thought like lot of other

18 citizens have here and Ive been listening to the

19 comments of the speakers this morning and in the

20 various readings and in the comments of course

21 What you generally have is you have people who come

22 out who have very disasterous statements to make

23 and often overstatements think everyone realizes
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that living in complex society theres certain

amount of risk involved There is risk every time

you get up in the morning there is risk of driving

to work There is just plain risk in living in

modern technological society like we have And what

Im saying guess is that we can outline all of

our fears and all of our concerns for the environment

especially as related to the situation at hand on

the radioactive storage of wastes here however you

will be able to marshall people who havecredentials
t1iat

ii are way beyond what the people here can muster and

12 Im sure that you will find that these experts will

13 say that the hazard is very slight the hazard is

14 so slight for example it may be no different than

15 visiting the City of Denver for week and getting

16 radiation from that source or it may be no different

17 than having an xray for your tooth once year

18 Im sure they will be able to prove this So what

19 you may come to the conclusion of is the amount of

hazard the people in this area have is more related

21 to something like that and the fears are not justified

22 What would like to say is that would like you

23 to consider the people in this area and the insult tha
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they have had through various contamination disasters

the Love Canal for example mercury in the river

that weve had So for great number of years the

people in this area have been exposed to bad things

lets say affecting their health or at least

their perception of how if affects their health

And in my view the most important thing to consider

in this whole episode is not the risk that all the

experts are going to come up with that you will

io marshall pro and against and say this is one chance

ii in million or one chance in ten thousand or some

12 thing or is equivalent to as said an x-ray once

13 year but rather the fear that people have the

14 perception of the danger think thats the real

15 important thing The people in this area have

16 perception and you will not get around it because

ii all of these things have happened over the years

18 and the fear is real and this perception of fear

19 think causes and think this can be proven by

20 other quote experts that this perception of fear

21 actually will cause physical harm to the people and

22 it certainly is causing economic harm to the area

23 And because of this and all the other reasons that you
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Thank you If there are no other

speakers would like to remind you that the written

comment period has been extended to March 11 The

address again if you didnt pick up one of the

information packages and there are still some

available in the back the address that you should

write to is Lowell Campbell Oak Ridge Operations

And recall again the period has been extended

its no longer February 25th as in the handout

materials its now March 11th the time your written

comments to arrive in Oak Ridge by March 11th If

there is nothing else want to thank you for your

attendance here today your participation Youve

given us some good comments some identification of

issues some alternatives to consider and not

consider and we thank you very much Ifthere is

nothing else the meeting is adjourned

Whereupon the proceedings

concluded at 1134 A.M
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put together think that you should give high weight

to the fears that youve heard today an how this

really affects the physical health and the economy of

this area Thank you
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